Reliable Cycle Counting
Your molds are your company’s most valuable assets. Progressive
Components’ exclusive CounterView® accurately tracks mold usage
and helps plan for preventive maintenance before more costly
problems arise throughout the life of the tool.

Product Benefits
The CounterView offers the following benefits:
• 7-digit, non-resettable mechanical counter
• Helps establish or reinforce preventive maintenance programs by qualifying process monitoring
systems and validating manually kept records
• Useful to OEMs and molders for keeping consistent records of cycles on molds that run off-site
• Valuable to mold builders for ensuring accuracy
in communication, especially when cycle guarantees are given
• Rectangular shape 100/200 Series, or round
shape R-Series, available in inch and metric sizes

CounterView Comparison
Some ‘counterfeit’ copies have emerged, so in addition to legal actions, Progressive had these units
evaluated by an independent testing company.
When compared to brands of similar design, results
revealed that Progressive’s CounterView far outperformed all others by returning with more than
3 million cycles with no failure. The following chart

shows how one brand failed after as few as 3,469
cycles; another failed after only 59,000 cycles while
yet another managed to surpass 1.6 million but then
failed, proving there is no substitute for the only
original cycle counter available on the market – the
CounterView from Progressive Components.
Counterfeit Cycle Testing Report
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Counterfeit products in red boxes do not match Progressive’s performance.
Do not accept substitutes. Specify genuine Progressive Components.
Reliability
Progressive’s CounterViews are constructed of quality
materials, built to operate at a maximum operating
temperature of 250 degrees F (120 C).
Additionally, Progressive’s exclusive url/serial number
is laser etched on each CounterView to provide a
secure location for critical mold data:
• Unlimited storage for CAD files, BOM’s, Steel Certs
• Thorough, user-definable access and edit rights
• Secure storage on our servers or your own

Durability testing was conducted through an independent testing facility
to determine the failure point of various mold counters. To view testing
data, videos and more visit www.procomps.com/CounterView.

The ProFileCV™ system helps eliminate inconveniences
and mistakes, and is offered at no additional charge
with each CounterView system.

Through locations in North America, Europe and Asia, and a wide distribution network of global Channel
Partners, Progressive products, including the CounterView, are available anywhere in the world. Turn to
the industry’s leading tool monitoring supplier - Progressive Components - and specify this product as a
fundamental ‘odometer’ on every tool within your fleet.
tech@procomps.com | 1-800-269-6653 | 1-847-487-1000 | www.procomps.com/CounterView

